Abstract-Most time-varying data in our daily life is multivariate. Moreover, most of such time-varying data contains both numeric and categorical values. It is often meaningful to visualize both of them as they are often correlated. We aim to visualize every value in such time-varying data in a single display space so that we can discover interesting relationships among the values of the time-varying data. This paper presents a heatmap-based time-varying data visualization technique which displays both numeric and categorical values in a single display space. The technique assigns time to the horizontal axis of the display space, and vertically arranges the series of colored belts corresponding to the time-sequence values. It generates one belt for a numeric value, and multiple belts for a categorical value. It clusters the belts according to the similarity of color sequences, and re-arranges the belts based on the clustering result. This paper shows an example of the visualization result applying a time-varying multi-variate marketing dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent evolutions of computer simulation techniques, sensing technologies, and large-scale data storage technologies have brought an increase in huge and complex timevarying data. It is not always easy to effectively discover a fruitful knowledge even applying the latest data mining techniques. Time-varying data visualization is useful to subjectively explore such data and discover a fruitful knowledge. Polyline and heatmap are the most popular approaches to represent the time-varying data. This paper focuses on heatmap-based time-varying data visualization.
Most time-varying data in our daily life is multi-variate. For example, weather measurement data can be treated as time-varying data containing multiple values, such as weather (e.g. fine, cloudy, rainy), temperature, humidity, and amount of rainfall. Moreover, many of such time-varying data contains both numeric and categorical values. In the above example, weather is categorical while temperature and humidity are numeric. It is often meaningful to visualize both of them as they are often correlated. We aim to visualize every value in such time-varying data in a single display space so that we can discover interesting relationships among the values of the time-varying data.
This paper presents a heatmap-based time-varying data visualization technique which displays both numeric and categorical values in a single display space. The technique assigns time to the horizontal axis of the display space, and vertically arranges the series of colored belts corresponding to the time-sequence values. It generates one belt for a numeric value, and multiple belts for a categorical value. It clusters the belts according to the similarity of color sequences, and re-arranges the belts based on the clustering result. This design is useful to visually recognize the correlations among the multiple values in the time-varying datasets.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Multi-variate Data Visualization
There have been variety of multi-variate visualization techniques. Non-time-varying multi-variate datasets can be effectively visualized in a single display space, by applying Parallel Coordinates or Scatterplot-Matrices. Dimension analysis techniques have been applied to these visualization techniques, to determine meaningful orders of dimensions for Parallel Coordinates, or to select meaningful pairs of dimensions for Scatter Plots.
Parallel Coordinates or Scatterplot can be extended as 3D time-varying multi-variate data visualization systems by assigning time to the third axis [1] . However, these techniques have an essential bottleneck that 3D visualization techniques often cause cluttering problems.
B. Time-varying Data Visualization
Polyline is the most common representation for timevarying data in our daily life. However, a polyline-based representation has two drawbacks:
1) cluttering among large number of polylines in a single display space, and 2) utilizing less display space when the numeric distribution is unbalanced. While several polyline-based techniques [9] are improved to solve the above problems, other representations including heatmaps have been applied to many time-varying data visualization techniques. Also, clustering of time-varying data is also effective to sample large-scale datasets.
Other representations for time-varying data visualization include 3D histogram [6] , spiral representation for periodicity analysis [8] , piles of painted polylines such as ThemeRiver [3] , and Two-Tone Pseudo coloring [7] .
Heatmap-based representation has been also applied to various time-varying data visualization techniques, as well as the technique presented in this paper. Heatmap has advantages over other representations from the standpoint of cluttering reduction and display space utilization for overviews. Imoto et al. presented a technique that extracts interesting portions of time-varying data on a heatmap [5] . Ziegler et al. [10] also presented a heatmap-based technique applying Pixel Bar Charts. These techniques do not focus on multi-variate datasets containing both numeric and categorical variables.
C. Visual Analytics Tools for Time-Varying Data
There have been several studies on development of heatmap-based visual analytics tools for time-varying data. WireVis [2] is a coordinated-view system of heatmap, polyline charts, pie charts, and search results, which are applied to visualize transaction data. Hayashi et al. [4] presented a similar system featuring a variable recommendation algorithm so that users can easily find interesting trends in particular variables. However, these systems do not simultaneously display multiple attributes of time-varying multivariate datasets. Thus, users need to determine the attributes and select one of them to be displayed in advance, and therefore, it is difficult to analyze relevancy among multiple attributes from the visualization results.
The technique presented in this paper displays such multiple values considering of mixture of numeric and categorical variables, so that it allows users to simultaneously compare the time sequence of multiple attributes.
III. PRESENTED VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE
This section describes the overview and processing flow of the presented visualization technique.
A. Data Structure
We aim to visualize time-varying data which contains both numeric and categorical values. We suppose a set of events = { 1 , ..., } is given as an input dataset, where has events. We describe an event as follows:
where is the time when the event occurs, is the -th numeric value of the event, is the -th categorical value of the event, is the number of numeric values, and is the number of categorical values. We describe choices of a categorical value as Figure 1 denotes the data structure. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the presented technique. The average of numeric values or frequency of categorical values is represented as colored thin belts. In other words, the -th numeric value or the -th choice of the -th categorical value corresponds to a thin belt in the visualization result. The horizontal axis denotes the timeline, while the belts are arranged along the vertical axis based on their similarities.
B. Overview
The left side of the window features GUI widgets so that users can freely customize the visualization results. It can control the following: zooming operations, color mapping rule, choices of time span (e.g. hour, day, day of the week, month), and visible/invisible mode selection for each of the numeric or categorical values.
C. Heatmap Coloring and Rearrangement
As a result of the data conversion shown in Figure 1, 
IV. EXAMPLE
We implemented the technique with Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.7.0 and Java binding OpenGL (JOGL) 2.0. We executed the implementation on Apple MacBookPro with Max OS 10.6.
This section introduces an example of visualization applying to a transaction dataset. The dataset contained 5440 events consisting of 57 numeric values and 11 categorical values. Numeric values included air temperature, humidity, and the number of sold products. Categorical values included types and names of product, shops, and locations. Figure 3 (Left) shows the heatmap before applying the clustering of the colored belts. Figure 3 (Center) shows the heatmap after dividing the variables into 14 clusters. This result closely displays similarly looking belts so that we can easily compare the correlated variables. Figure 3 (Right) shows the heatmap after interactively selecting the variables to be displayed, and dividing the displayed variables into 9 clusters. Annotations in blue drawn in the figure denote the clusters. This result demonstrates the technique adequately displays multiple sets of correlated time-varying values. Figure 4 shows a close up view to the particular values. Our dataset contained a categorical value "name of product". We observed the particular cluster containing the numeric variables "number of customers", "air temperature", "humidity", and "discomfort index", shown as the upper four belts in Figure 4 . Besides the category "A" of the categorical value, "name of product" belonged to the cluster. Figure  4 denotes that actually these values look similar. On the other hand, other categories "B", "C", "D", "E", and "F" of "name of product" did not belong to the above mentioned cluster, and actually their values did not look similar to the values of the variables in the cluster. We found only the sale of product "A" correlates to the number of customers and weather conditions. The technique brought such knowledge by decomposing the time-varying categorical values into each category, and applying the clustering process.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a heatmap-based visualization technique for time-varying multi-variate datasets, which contains both numeric and categorical values. The technique generates colored belts for each numeric value or for each category of the categorical values, and displays all the belts in the order of their clustering result. We would like to have more experiments with variety of applications, test the scalability, and conduct subjective evaluations of the technique. A Categorical value contains "A", "B", "C", "D", "E" and "F", and only "A" belongs to the cluster with the upper four time-varying value. We found only the category "A" correlates to the upper four values by observing our visualization result.
